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Reevaluating sexual assault policies
Title IX complainant steps forward, university remains confident
BY CARLY SIMPSON B AUORA GAMBLE
NEWSIOILANTHORN.COM

or the third time
this
semester,
Grand
Valley
State University
students, faculty
and staff received a campus
safety notification informing
them of a sexual assault in the
GVSU community. The Dec. 3
notification was in reference to
an incident at 48 West apart
ments.
In addition to the new case,
the individual who filed the
Title IX complaint with the U.S.
Department of Educations Of
fice for Civil Rights in regard
to GVSUs sexual assault policy
has stepped forward. Sara Chit
tenden, a senior at GVSU, filed
the complaint in October be
cause she is unhappy with how
the university has handled her
sexual assault case.
“I don’t really think they
do a very good job,” she said.
“I think they’re just now start
ing to admit that there needs to
be some change in light of the

public eye being on them now.”
Chittenden said she was
raped at her off-campus apart
ment by a GVSU student. She
didn’t go to the police and the
perpetrator wasn’t criminally
charged. The case went to trial
on campus last year and was
handled by university staff.
The perpetrator was as
signed the following sanc
tions by the hearing coordi
nator at GVSU:
1. (Student) is prohibited
from contacting (Chittenden)
either directly or (in)directly,
through electronic media,
phone, etc.
2. (Student) is to remain on
probation during the remain
der of his student status.
3. (Student) is required to
meet with the coordinator of
the Men in Action Group to
discuss consent and the role
of men in preventing sexual
assault and sexual violence toSEE

POLICY ON A3

POLICY CHANGES) Title IX officer Dwight Hamilton speaks about the interim sexual assault policy that is currently in

place. University officials are looking to get input from the campus community in the creation of the new policy.
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Exam
cram
Students take
advantage of
library services
BY DUANE EMERY
DEMERYIOlLANTHORN.COM

GRADUATION CELEBRATIONi A Grand Valley State University student walks across the stage after receiving her diploma. Over 1,000 Lakers
walked at Saturday’s commencement at Van Andel Arena. The keynote speaker was Laurie Beard, creator of Founders Bank and Trust.

Lakers gain over 1,000 new alumni
BY HANNAH LENTZ
HLENTZIOILANTHORN.COM

an Andel Arena was lacking the
usual hockey fans and concert
fanatics on Saturday and instead
was filled with friends and fam
ily of the 2014 class of Grand
Valley State University alumni.
With over 1,100 graduates taking part in
the ceremony, GVSU President Thomas Haas
opened the ceremony congratulating the grad
uates and giving them words of advice as they
move on to the next step in their lives.
“We are so proud that we are now welcom
ing you again as Lakers for a Lifetime from
Grand Valley State University,” Haas said. “We
know how hard you have worked to wear the
cap and gown you put on today to be able to
walk across the stage to collect your diploma.”
Following the opening words, Haas went on
to stress the importance of a liberal education,
utilizing words from Abraham Lincoln. Ad
ditionally, a video presentation showcased the
successes and achievements of the graduating

O

class and emphasized the community engage
ment and support of GVSU.
The keynote speaker was Laurie Beard, cre
ator of Founders Bank and Trust, who delivered
her speech entitled, “When I’m 64.”
As a graduate of GVSU herself, Beard dis
cussed her experiences before and after her
time at GVSU, emphasizing the elements of
her life that contributed to her entrepreneurship goals and ambitions. During her career,
Beard has been recognized as one of the “50
most influential women in West Michigan.”
During her time as president of Founders Bank
and Trust, the business has seen a 400 percent
growth and has not had an unprofitable quarter.
Ix>oking at the elements leading up to her success,
Beard looked to present the graduates with a look
into her path for entrepreneur-related achievement.
“I am positive that my MBA classes gave me
the knowledge, credentials and confidence to
take the risk to lead a successful career and take
the plunge to start a new company,” Beard said. “I
have never looked back through it all. I try to re
member to give back to Grand Valley too, which
has clearly given me so much.”
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Following the presentation of Beard’s hon
orary degree, an honorary degree was also
given to James Kofi Annan for his work with
GVSU faculty members and students regard
ing human advocacy and protection.
“This honor is energizing me to do more than
I have ever done before,” Annan said.
For the first time, GVSU alumni association
president Michael Tappy presented the “Young
Alumni Award” to 2008 graduate, Ryan Slusarzyk.
Slusarzyk has been promoted through his work at
Amway to global project manager using his degree
in marketing and sales management from GVSU.
Degrees were then presented to graduates.
“When we put on these academic regalia,
almost every part of our costume has some
kind of symbolic meaning to higher educa
tion,” Davis said when concluding the ceremo
ny. “For our purposes right this moment, the
tassel is the most important symbol.”
As the Lakers moved their tassels from the
right side of their mortarboards to the left, the
GVSU community gained over 1,000 new Lak
ers for a Lifetime.

t is once again finals
week. Redbull, insomnia
and a commendable dis
regard for sanity are the
weapons of choice for
many who scramble at all hours of the
night to finish projects, write papers,
coordinate group presentations and
study for exams. The barrage of work
can often seem overwhelming, but the
Grand Valley State University library is
attempting to help.
For two weeks, starting Dec. 1, the
Mary Idema Pew Library is on extend
ed hours so students who find them
selves needing a quiet place to work
almost always have one available.
“I have pulled an all-nighter every
night since Thanksgiving,” said GVSU
student Nathan Holtrey, who admits
that he has only slept three hours a day
while trying to get caught up on work.
He said the library is an invalu
able resource for him because it’s a
more productive work space than
being at home, and it also gives a
sense of community.
“I would like to see extended
hours start sooner,” he said. “Too
many students scramble out of their
minds to finish work.”
This idea may seem like more of a
good thing, but Becky Copeland, who
works at the library, doesn’t agree.
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OPEN CARILLON TOWER AND

Combatting the rising costs of college
CV professors offer online textbooks at lower cost

HOLIDAY MUSIC PERFORMANCE

The Grand Valley State University Cook-Carillon
clock tower will be open to the public on Tuesday
from 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. The university carillonneur, Julianne Vanden Wyngaard, will be performing
holiday music during this time. The event is free and
open to the public.
For more information, call (616) 331-3484.
KNOW YOUR NUMBERS: FIVE KEYS
TO U8IN0 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The Michigan Small Business Development
Center and Fifth Third Bank are sponsoring an
event from 8:30 a.m. to noon on Wednesday at
the Grand Valley State University Seidman Center
Forum, located on the Pew Campus. The event is
free and open to the community.
The event is geared toward business owners
and employees. Attendees will learn how to use a
balance sheet and income statement, decision
making skills, increase business profits and
collaborate with bankers.
To register, call (616) 331-7370.
RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE

Grand Valley State University is hosting the Red
Cross club at a blood drive from 11 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. on Wednesday in the Grand River Room of the
Kirkhof Center on the Allendale Campus.
Participants at GVSU will be entered to win Five
Days at Memorial, a Sheri Fink novel about her inves
tigation of patient deaths at a New Orleans hospital
ravaged by Hurricane Katrina. For more information,
contact Danielle Kay at kaydglmail.gvsu.edu.
The American Red Cross is sponsoring blood
drives across West Michigan between Dec. 24
and Jan. 4. Those who donate will win a longsleeve T-shirt. For more information, visit
www.redcrossblood.org.
FI8HLA0DER ACCEPTINO SUBMISSIONS

BY ALLISON RIBICk

to the specialized notation in
math and statistics courses,
Gabrosek said.
“The disadvantage of work
ing with a start-up (company)
is they don’t have all the knowl
edge that a traditional publish
er has,” Gabrosek said. “There
are things that they ran into
with our book that they hadn’t
run into before. If you worked
with a publisher who’s been
doing it for 100 years, they’ve
pretty much seen everything
that could possibly happen.”
Gabrosek had originally
intended the textbook to be
published through traditional
means. Once he talked to
Glaab, he changed formats.
“It turned out to actually
be a positive thing, I think, be
cause it gives us as the authors
more control over the con
tent,” Gabrosek said.
The professors found that
an advantage to publishing
textbooks online is that if they
wanted to change homework
examples or add new infor
mation they could execute the
change quicker than if they
were to do it through tradi
tional print publishing.
“With digital, your level of
customizing and editing and
changing things on the fly
is really at your hands,” said
Katie Callaghan, marketing
manager for RedShelf. “This
makes it a really attractive fea
ture for professors.”
Stephenson, who co-au
thored the textbook, liked this

RedShelf offers more than
150,000 eBooks and eText
he decision be books and has partnered with
tween a print or more than 150 university
online textbook bookstores to offer textbooks
is one that not online at a lower price com
only
students pared to print textbooks.
“Grand Valley is an awesome
have to make when purchasing
example
them for class, but for
profesof what can happen
sors who are publishing their with collaboration between a
company like us and the book
own textbooks.
For Grand Valley State Uni store to hopefully give out more
versity statistics professors John affordable and helpful options to
Gabrosek and Paul Stephen students,” Uhelski said
Gabrosek came up with the
son, they chose to utilize a new
idea
of his textbook after work
platform that the GVSU book
store has begun to partner up ing with a student through the
student summer scholars pro
with - RedShelf.
The company publishes gram, finding alternative ways
eTextbooks and custom digital to teach topics in STA 215: In
material. They first began to troductory Applied Statistics.
Gabrosek used the text as a
work with professors to digi
tize their course packets. Once course packet for many years,
they teamed up with publish getting it published through the
ers, RedShelf was able to offer GVSU bookstore. After adding
onto the course packet to make
entire eTextbooks.
“The idea behind it was to it into a textbook and wanting
get one unified digital platform to publish it, he got into con
for all course materials,” said tact with Tony Glaab, associate
Kyle Uhelski, a sales manager manager of the GVSU book
for RedShelf who works direct store, about RedShelf.
“There are companies that
ly with the GVSU bookstore.
“We’ve partnered with schools do similar things, but I think
now to basically empower RedShelf does it better,” Glaab
those schools to be able to have said. “(RedShelf s) platform
digital textbook options direct sets them apart. And the fact
that the cost is very minimal as
ly for their students.”
Recently, RedShelf has far what it costs to actually store
teamed up with five of the the data - its all cloud-based. I
biggest higher education text think they were a little ahead of
book publishers - Macmillan, the curve, technologically.”
There were issues in trans
Cengage, Pearson, McGrawferring
the textbook over to
Hill and John Wiley & Sons.
an online format though due

ARIBICKKSILANTHORN.COM

a

feature in particular.
“You could be waiting up to
three or four years before you
can infuse (new information)
into a textbook,” Stephenson
said. “With the electronic ver
sion, we can infuse it the very
next year. Every student that
downloads it gets the new edi
tion with the new examples. It
allows us to keep the examples
more fresh and current.”
Although purchasing on
line textbooks may be cheaper,
more eco-friendly and can be
used on any mobile device,
people tend to base their de
cisions on whether to buy it
based off of how interactive the
text is in an online format.
“When the intent is there
from either the content pro
vider or the instructor that this
is meant to use interactively,
I think folks are fine having a
digital copy;’ Glaab said. “It’s
when (people are) just getting a
static PDF, most people would
rather have a hard copy’’
RedShelf has organiza
tional, note-taking and an
notating tools that helps with
the interactive process of us
ing an eTextbook.
The statistics textbook, “In
troductory Applied Statistics:
A Variable Approach,” costs
less than $50 through RedShelf.
To purchase the book, students
can visit www.ubs.gvsu.edu.

GO TO:
www.redshelf.com
FOR MORE INFORMATION

The Grand Valley State University student-led
publication is accepting written submissions from
students through Dec. 15.
Students are encouraged to submit clean and
original works of fiction, non-fiction and poetry.
They may submit multiple stories to multiple
genres, but there are limits: three fiction pieces
(20 pages or less), three nonfiction pieces (20
pages or less), five poems and three drama pieces
per academic year. Also, up to five photos and five
art pieces are accepted.
To submit, visit www.fishladder.submittable.com.
Contact Editor-in-Chief Jacob Guajardo at guajardjg)
mail.gvsu.edu or Assistant Head Editor Jackie Vega
at vegaja@mail.gvsu.edu with any questions.
PRESENTATION PROPOSALS
SOUGHT FOR LEADERSHIP SUMMIT

The Grand Valley State University Leadership
Summit is seeking program proposals for pre
sentations at the 18th annual event on Feb. 21.
Students, faculty and community leaders are
eligible to submit topics.
The Leadership Summit is a professional student
conference that focuses on undergraduate leader
ship for students in multiple areas of campus life.
Presentation topics may include Greek life, service
learning, student organizations and social justice.
The deadline to submit a proposal is early
January. For more information, visit www.gvsu.edu/
leadership/program-proposals-16.htm. Contact the
Office of Student Life Laker Leadership Programs at
(616) 331-12345 with any questions.
VIII
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“I think that everyone pro
crastinates,” Copeland said.
“Even if we had another week
people wouldn’t use it.”
Holtrey admits that the
library sees its share of both
responsible and irresponsible
users, but feels it isn’t always
the student’s fault.
“Some people procrastinate,
but some are too busy,” he said.
Regardless of how students
find themselves needing to
work overnight, both Holtrey
and Copeland say marathon
sessions in the middle of the
night aren’t the best solution.
“I have taken advantage of
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the extended hours are one
of the best examples of stu
dent support.
“Students are going to pull
all-nighters and it’s great that
Grand Valley offers that,”
Holtrey said. “It’s not support
ing the unhealthy habit, but
acknowledging it exists and
supporting students. If we
didn’t have the library extend
ed hours to work, the collec
tive grade points of students
would go down.”
Copeland is proud of her
work, and is eager to contin
ue helping students during
these stressful times.
“The library is a huge
thing, and I’m glad to be a
part of it,” she said.

Fun By The
Numbers

1

5

PROMOTIONS
Promotions Managers
CORDELL ZACHERY
AMBER HUTSON

selves,” Copeland said.
She also admits she
would be at the library any
way, working alongside all
the other students.
“Last year, when I wasn’t
working I was still here. It kind
of becomes my apartment for a
week or so,” she said.
Copeland believes good
supervision and proper plan
ning make the extra shifts
manageable, and doesn’t feel
library employees’ grades are
affected. Plus, she knows how
loved the service is.
“All year round we hear T
wish you were open 24/7’ and
during extended hours we get a
lot of thank yous,” she said.
Holtrey is one of those
thankful students and thinks

it, but you’re sleep deprived at
that point,” Copeland said.
Sleeping in the library,
rather than studying, is an
other issue she said is com
mon during extended hours.
“Many are studying of
course, but we see a lot of
sleeping in random places,”
Copeland said. “We see sleep
ing on the stairs, on the floor.
People bring crock pots, blan
kets and pillows. The extend
ed hours may provide a valu
able service, but is it worth the
extra stress it puts on library
student employees?
“Having a job in general
puts stress on students, but
the late shifts are voluntary
and our supervisors make
sure we don’t overwork our

SUDOKU

Distribution Manager
DELANEY WALTHER

At the Lenthorn we strive to bring you the most accurate news possible.
If we make a mistake, we want to make it right. If you find any errors in
fact in the Lenthorn. let us know by calling B16-331-2<4BM or by emailing
editoriel0lanthorn.com.

Brand Valley Lenthorn
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Brand Valley State University
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<19401

GVSU has partnered with the company RedShelf to make online textbooks more available to students at a lower cost.
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SAVING MONEY: Grand Valley State University sophomore Emily Schroer looks for textbooks in the University Bookstore.
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Historian to share insight on presidency
H.W. Brands to visit GV, speak about Obama, Machiavelli
BY BABRIELLA PATTI
GPATTIItUANTHORN.COM

rand Valley State University
students will have chance
to learn what a Machiavel
lian mindset might mean
for the presidency during
an American conversation with historian
H.W. Brands entitled, “The Prez: Machi
avelli comes to the White House.”
The lecture is being hosted by the
Hauenstein Center for Presidential
Studies in partnership with the Gerald
R. Ford Presidential Library and Mu
seum and Foundation.
The lecture will be presented Dec.
10 at 7 p.m. in the L.V. Eberhard Center
on the GVSU Pew Campus.
Brands is a well-renowned historian
and bestselling author. Described by the
director of the Hauenstein Center Gleaves
Whitney as “one of the most prolific histo
rians in the U.S. today,” Brands is no strang
er to the Hauenstein Center and has been
invited every year since 2004.
“H.W. Brands is one of our most
popular speakers year in and year out,”
Whitney said. “He is popular because
he is so accessible to students and de

POLICY
CONTINUED FROM A1

ward women; and
4. (Student) must write a 3-page
paper at the conclusion of the meet
ing with the coordinator of the Men in
Action Group to confirm his under
standing of his meeting with the Men
in Action Group. This paper must be
completed no later than April 21,2014.
“They kind of hinted at the fact that
because I wasn’t at the trial is why the
punishment was lax,” Chittenden said.
“There needs to be more accountabil
ity and transparency.
“When I expressed that I didn’t
want to be in the room, it was treated
as T need more therapy,’ instead of‘I
don’t want to see this person.’ They
kept talking to me saying it can be
empowering, but I would say it’s not
empowering for me. I don’t think
people understand just how awful
it would be to sit there and listen to
him try and defend himself. Even
though you can do it through video
conference, I would still have to hear
and probably see him.”
Dwight Hamilton, GVSU’s Title IX
officer, said that students have options
available to them if they feel uncom
fortable attending the trial.
“I’ve always told every one of our
victim/survivors, once I’ve made a
finding, I’ve said that I will go in as the
complainant, but there is no one that
is better at conveying what happened
in that situation than you are,” Hamil
ton said. “Some elect not to do so, and
I understand that because that’s a very
scary situation. We do try very hard to
make that a safe environment.
“We don’t require the victim/survi
vor to be in the same room with the
assailant. In all of the situations that
I’ve been a part of, the victim/survi
vor has appeared remotely. They’re in
another building, they’re away, and
there’s a support person there from the
Women's Center with them.”
Chittenden said that Hamilton
contacted her after the trial saying he
would appeal her case to get a harsher
punishment for the perpetrator.
“I received an email with the sanc
tions back in April, and (Hamilton)
said he was going to appeal them
because they are unacceptable,” Chit

livers his message with enthusiasm”
In his presentation, Brands will
be addressing what a Machiavellian
mindset might mean for a presentday American president.
“I will talk about what the most no
torious political consultant of all time
- Machiavelli - would tell a modern
American president,” Brands said.
Whitney said that Brands has been
uncharacteristically vague about his lec
ture topic and believes that he will be
packing a surprise into his speech.
Whitney added that Brands will offer
students a unique insiders perspective to
the presidency of Barack Obama.
“The most important thing that
H.W. Brands will be able to share with
us is how President Obama fits into
American history at this point in this
presidency,” Whitney said.
Brands has dined at the White House
with the president, and Whitney said
that he knows the triumphs, frustrations
and disappointments of the presidency.
“He will be able to speak very percep
tively to students about a president that
most of them supported,” Whitney said.
Brands defined what it means to be

Machiavellian as putting morality aside
and concentrating on what works.
Whitney said that to be Machiavellian
has two different definitions.
The traditional definition “is to be
concerned with acquiring, expanding
and maintaining power,” Whitney said.
The older definition includes concern
for how a republic functions.
Whitney believes that Brands will
address both sides of this very complex
Italian figure.
“He will apply the lessons of Machi
avelli to the challenges we Americans
face today,” he said.
Brands said that this lecture will be
relevant for students and members of
the community who are curious to learn
more about the current political system.
“Anyone concerned that our cur
rent political system isn’t working well
needs to ask why,” Brands said. “Ma
chiavelli has the answers.”

BO TO:
www.hauensteincenter.org
FOR MORE INFORMATION

“Actually, I’m very, very satisfied
tenden said. “But that’s the last email
I got, and since then I haven’t heard that these incidences are being brought
to light now,” Haas said. “At the end of
anything from them.”
Chittenden’s case was handled the day, that’s what we want. We can’t
under the procedure set forth in just think that the previous behaviors
the existing student code. However, as institutions set the tone for the fu
since then the university has imple ture. I think we need to set that tone,
mented an interim sexual miscon especially in this particular area.”
On Nov. 3, the Lanthom published
duct policy, which went into effect
Nov. 21. The university plans to seek a letter to the editor from Haas stating
community input about officially that GVSU will not tolerate sexual as
changing the policy next semester.
sault. However, Chittenden found the
“We want there to be buy-in by letter to be more hurtful than helpful.
“Initially I was kind of insulted (by
the community,” Hamilton said.
“Well use the interim misconduct the letter),” Chittenden said. “It’s hurt
policy as a starting point, but if there ful to have so many administrators
are things that we need to add, re and staff be talking about the investi
move or whatnot, we’re going to gation without talking to me person
seek the partnership of our faculty, ally. I made myself really available,
and I gave really explicit ideas on what
our staff and our students.”
According to Hamilton, the inter needs to change, but they keep talking
im policy has been in the works much about me as if I don’t exist and that re
earlier than the Office for Civil Rights ally bothers me.”
In addition to the letter, Haas has
investigation. Hamilton began work
also taken the initia
ing on the revised policy
tive in a multitude of
this July, months before
situations to express his
the Title IX complaint
“...they keep
stance on sexual assault
was filed on Oct. 6.
on
college campuses.
“We’ve
acknowl
talking about me
He helped write the sex
edged that our existing
as if I don’t exist ual assault policy state
system works better
ment for the NCAA
when it’s an issue that
and that really
this summer, as well as
doesn’t concern safety
bothers me."
the statement on sexual
as much as it does more
violence prevention for
minor behavior,” Ham
the Presidents Council
ilton said. “Someone
■ARA CHITTENDEN
of state universities of
GVSU STUDENT
drinks underage, or
Michigan.
there’s an issue of aca
“I felt so passionate
demic dishonesty. We
about this that I wanted
acknowledge that in or
to take the lead, nation
der to get through these
cases in a prompt, thorough, effective ally as well as locally,” Haas said.
According to Hamilton, GVSU has
manner, we need to really look at each
phase and identify what protects the been ahead of the legislation about
due process and really streamline it so sexual assault for quite a while.
“In California, by state law, they re
it serves that purpose.
“The new policy streamlines quire their public institutions to utilize
that process considerably. We an affirmative consent standard for
don’t have the duplicative Title IX determining whether sexual assault
finding and then judicial makes a occurred. We did that two years ago,”
finding. Now the finding still stays Hamilton said. “There has been an im
within Title IX but goes directly to petus to change the standard of proof
the Dean of Students for remedial to preponderance of the evidence.
Well, we did that several years ago.”
sanction if there is a finding.”
Ihe university also revised its juris
The university remains confident
that the investigation by the Office for diction two years ago.
“If the incident involves two Grand
Civil Rights will go well. In addition,
GVSU President Thomas Haas said he Valley students, it doesn’t matter
is glad that conversations are happen whether it occurred on campus or at
one of the apartments or on spring
ing about sexual assault at GVSU.

POLITIC8: Author H.W. Brands will speak at the Grand
Valley State University L. V. Eberhard Center on Dec. 10.

break or traveling abroad,” Hamilton on our campus,” Hamilton said. “It
said. “Back in 2011, that wasn’t the is largely a cultural issue. We have,
case. A lot of these incidents do oc unfortunately, tolerated that type of
cur off campus, and we can’t have that behavior through a variety of differ
same frame of reference. I hat changed ent behaviors.”
Hamilton also stressed the impor
back in 2012.”
The interim sexual misconduct tance of not blaming victims.
“The person who is ultimately
policy includes remedial actions rang
ing from a formal reprimand from the responsible for a sexual assault is
university to permanent separation the assailant,” he said. “It’s not an
from the university. There are 11 dif issue of ‘what can a young woman
ferent categories of remedial action, do,’ it’s ‘don’t assault.’”
The best thing that a friend can do,
including restriction from employ
ment at the university, removal from according to Hamilton, is to listen to
university housing, no contact orders, the victim/survivor.
“That first person that they tell is
suspension and more.
“We make it very clear that we go crucial in determining if the victim/
to anything up to expulsion,” Hamil survivor is going to have any trust,”
ton said. “They’re not exclusive. You he said. “That first person needs to
be able to listen, needs to be under
can have several of these sanctions.”
The determination of the se standing, hopefully will know sup
verity of the sanctions rest on the portive resources and maybe even
circumstances of each case. The accompany that person.”
When people begin asking ques
university’s definition of sexual as
sault is purposefully broad, so the tions about what the victim/survivor
sanctions must be able to accom was wearing or why they were at a
certain place at a certain hour, the
modate a variety of infractions.
“The framework for discipline blame is then transferred to the vic
has historically been educational, tim rather than the assailant.
“That person is going to shut down
but we acknowledge that when we’re
and we’ll never see them,” Hamilton
dealing with an issue of violent sexu
al contact, education is not there; its r$d/d: HYe (oW'&oststticfents^*^
an issue of safety for our community
as a whole,” Hamilton said. “It’s a dif
ferent framework.”
While the university has re
ceived significant attention due
to recent sexual assaults, Haas
applauds members of the GVSU
community who are working to
shed light on sexual assault.
“Let’s take care of each other,
that’s the bottom line,” Haas said.
“We learned that a long time ago.
Let’s take care of one another. I think
that if we can help create the envi
ronment together where we can look
out for one another, that to me is the
best approach to take.
“It’s not the legislative piece, even
though I understand that we have to
do that. If we could help each other
have the behaviors that we want in
each other, so much the better.”
Hamilton agreed, adding that
the responsibility to end sexual as
sault lies with all members of the
Laker community.
“I think that we all have a part
to play at eliminating sexual assault

—Jv taUarlco's .
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those students from our community
and we never had the opportunity to
interact with them. That’s the worst
reason ever to lose a student. We don’t
want to lose any of our students, but
that’s a horrible way. We want to be
able to be there and help them.”
In addition to helping victim/
survivors receive the necessary re
sources, the campus community as
a whole can aid in preventing sexual
assault from taking place.
“I think our men have a respon
sibility to their peers to say what is
acceptable behavior, why consent
is important, why jokes about rape
aren’t funny,” Hamilton said. “This is
a serious situation.”
It’s a human issue, Hamilton said,
not just a women’s issue.
“Everyone has a mother, some
people have sisters, they may have
girlfriends or whatever,” Hamilton
said. “But everyone is a human be
ing, and seeing our community
treating one another like human be
ings, that’s going to hopefully elimi
nate sexual assault.”

.
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Recognizing the reality of biases
call GV a snow globe. For
a long while I didn’t see a
single dog, old person, baby,
homeless person, gas sta
tion. 1 didn’t see illiteracy,
crime, poverty. I didn’t see
reality. Living in sleepy Al
lendale, we’re a bit discon
nected from the rest of the
country. We have the luxury
of disregarding issues many
Americans face every day.
What I’m leading into is
Ferguson. There is so much
to say and so much that has
been said, but it is an issue
that needs to be addressed. It’s
easy to just ignore things that
don’t have direct impact on
us. We might glance up from

BY DANIELLE ZUK0W8KI
EDITORIALOLANTHORN.COM

t’s easy to get
by without ven
turing too far
from campus.
Everything we
need is here - food, shelter,
activities and what not. I

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
What would you like
other students to know
about library etiquette in
studying for finals?
ASHLEY BOURDON
‘Be considerate of others, we are trying to

our phones to watch the news
of protests on the television
at Kleiner for a second, might
converse with a friend, then
many of us go back to eating,
texting or whatever we were
doing before.
But for others, that transi
tion is not possible. It’s their
life. They can’t escape the
bias. Things of this nature will
continue to affect them daily in
varieties of discrimination.
As a white, straight,
Christian, able, middle-class,
native English speaking US
citizen and a university stu
dent, I am privileged. This
terminology causes much
debate. But it exists. It just

does. It doesn’t mean that
I haven’t had difficulties in
my life or that my opinion is
worthless, it’s just something
to be aware of. To reduce
incidence of bias, we need to
note its existence.
Everyone has some privi
lege or some bias that they
need to be aware of. I am
recognizing my own. There
are many things that I never
have and never will experi
ence. I will never be the only
white person in a class, my
sexuality will always be as
sumed, there will always be
a place of worship for me in
my city, all buildings will be
accessible to me, almost any

BLOG

THIS ISSUE’S
QUESTION:

VALLEY VOTE
What advice would you give to
graduating GVSU students'?
Keep an eye on the future
Savor your friendships
Network
Reflect on how far you’ve come
You will experience culture shock
The real word isn’t so bad
Other

with and can vaguely imagine
what others feel. But all in all
I am very privileged, narrow
minded and inexperienced
MTV launched a Look Dif
ferent campaign addressing the
impact of simple yet incredibly
discriminating comments that
has given insight into others’
perspectives. You may be sur
prised by how many you have
heard or that you have even
said yourself.
Awareness is the first
step. Now it is our person
al responsibility to both
speak up against bias and
consider the words coming
out of our own mouths.
This is the Era of Diversity.

book I want to read has been
published or at minimum
translated into my first lan
guage, I don’t have to worry
about where my next meal
will be coming from. These
are just a few examples.
Due to all my identifiers,
I can’t empathize with the
struggles of other races, sexu
alities, religions, physical and
mental abilities, socioeconom
ic backgrounds, nationalities
or educational backgrounds.
My perspective is limited. The
only true glimpse I have into
these oppressors is my gender.
I merely understand the way I
feel when I am made inferior
due to something I was born

5%
23%
14%
23%
5%

9%
21%

Do you think students
are courteous to
others when studying
in the library7*

LOG ON S VOTE
LANTHORN.COM

Self-care
over the
holidays
By the
Women's
Center
LANTHORN.COM

study.'

By Natalie Love

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON
YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Allied Health Sciences
HOMETOWN: White Hail, Mich.

BRANDEE ADAMS
‘To not take up a lot of space. Be considerate
of others. Being quite is a big thing too. Not
answering phones. Be smart."

YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Communications
HOMETOWN: Lansing. Mich.

*4 }i r * t *
STACI OEVOER
‘Share the space, reduce loud noises'

YEAR: Sophomore
MAJOR: Psychology
HOMETOWN: Mesic. Mich.

BEN BARTLEMAY
‘Keep your phones on silent. People
(shouldn't) talk in quiet areas'

Library lessons
The

YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Accounting
HOMETOWN: New Buffalo. Mich.

library is packed with students studying for finals;
it’s important to be courteous to your fellow Lakers

ith the semester coming
to a dose, many Lakers
have gone into full-study
mode for the final week to
DAVID ARENZ
prepare
for exams. Every
"To learn how to whisper when talking to
nook
and
cranny
of
the
library is packed,
people. Blow your nose.’
and with it being open 24/7 for exams,
students can literally claim their spot for
days. We would just like to take a moment
YEAR: Sophomore
to remind everyone of some etiquette for
MAJOR: Finance
the library so that we can all get through
HOMETOWN: Lake Orion, Mich.
exams as smoothly as possible.
iitiiiiiiiiHiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiHimiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiHiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiii
Lakers should be thankful that the
library is available around the dock, and
GVL EDITORIAL BOARD
one way to express that thanks is to treat
Sarah Hillenbrand
Editor-in-chief
the library and those around you at the
Carly Simpson
Associateeditor
library with respect The new library is a
Audra Gamble
Newseditorpoint of pride for Grand Valley State Uni
Jay Bushen
Sportseditor
versity, and wed like to keep it that way.
David Specht
AGEeditor First, the library is not your bedroom.
Do not bring your fluffy pillow and your
Colleen Schonfield
Laker Life editor
favorite blankie. Nodding off for a 30
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

minute cat nap is OK. Taking an eighthour siesta is not. It’s hard enough to find
a seat in the library during exam week
without having to compete with slumber
ing students. It’s also a bit hard to focus on
the coding of the human genome while
the person next to you is snoring.
Second, the library is not your kitchen.
Now, obviously comfort food is a neces
sary component to get through exam
week, and it’s OK to bring in a few of your
favorite snacks. However, let’s keep it to
snacks, people. Snacks that come in little
bags or small containers, not crock pots.
You do not need to tease the rest of us with
tantalizing smells.
Third, the library is not your living
room. We know it’s tempting to spend
an hour watching Netflix in those
comfy chairs and then spend another
hour scrolling through Facebook wish
ing you were anywhere but at the

library studying for exams, but please
resist. Again, students want and need
those chairs to study in. Also, pretty
please (with a cherry on top) do not
talk loudly on your phone in quiet
areas. We get it. All of us need to vent
to our moms about how terrible our
lives are right now. But at least talk to
your mother outside or in a hallway or
in your own apartment, which as we’ve
stated is not the library.
Please, be courteous to others.
We re all under a lot of stress this week
and could spontaneously combust at
any moment. Think about things that
other people do that annoy you and
just don’t do those things.
Now, with that out of the way, we wish
you the best of luck with your exams and
hope that you have a wonderful break.
You will have most definitely earned that
Netflix binge session after this week.

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn's opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the Grand
Valley State University community.
Student opinions published here
do not necessarily reflect those of
the paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn aims
to be a safe vehicle for community
discussion. The Lanthorn will not
publish or entertain any forms
of hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs. The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved for
letters to the editor only, all
other reader-generated content

can be submitted to the Grand
Valley
Lanthorn's YourSpace
page by emailing community©
lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author’s full name
and relevant title along with a
valid email and phone number
for confirming the identity of
the author. Letters should be
approximately 500-650 words
in length, and are not edited
by the staff of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn outside of technical
errors for clarity.
To make a submission, email
at editorial0lanthorn.com or by
dropping off your submission in
person at:

0051KIRKH0F CENTER
6RAND VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, MI 49401
616-828 8276

WHAT'S YOUR
HAVE A PROBLEM THAT YOU
NEED HELP SOLVING? SEND
US AN EMAIL.
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PROBLEM

The debate of feminism

BY JESSICA NOOSE
EDITORIALOLANTHORN.COM

he word femi
nism is becom
ing ever more
prevalent in our
society, but with
it accompanies a negative con
notation. Why?
The more feminism that
pops up in everyday life,
the more people start to
have an opinion on it. Their
opinion is often skewed by
the slight knowledge of how
they came about the topic.
In simple terms: many
people wear horse-blinders
and earplugs when talking

to others about feminism.
They find one fact and run
with it instead of research
ing more about the topic.
Whether on Twitter,
Facebook, a newspaper or
face-to-face debates, people
love to argue the idea of
feminism. But what does the
term actually mean?
The term literally means
“the advocacy of womens
rights on the grounds of
political, social and economic
equality to men.”
A lot of people like to
interpret this in their own
way, which is perfectly fine;
everyone is entitled to their
opinion. What is not OK
is the way some people go
about expressing their opin
ions in angry ways without
doing their research. The
image of husband want
ing his wife to make him
a sandwich and her refus
ing is a common thought
that crosses the mind when
people hear about feminists.
This image is not an accurate

representation of what the
feminist movement is trying
to accomplish.
Another misconception
is that only women can be
feminists. This is not true;
many men have joined the
fight to get women equality.
Another common myth is
that all feminists are man
haters; this is also false. Yes,
there are some feminists
out there that are strongly
against males, but this does
not mean that all feminists
are. You can’t generalize a
group of many people into
one stereotype based on a
few individuals.
There is also a huge
debate on a “Meninist”
account being created on
Twitter to counteract a
feminist account. They post
things about the double
standards that men feel but
never express. For example,
they talk about how women
can judge men ‘dateable’
or ‘un-dateable’ on their
height, but the minute that

a guy asks a girl about her
weight, all tables have been
turned and the men are
seen as pigs.
The Meninist account
also talks about how women
‘rape’ men’s wallets. Even
though in the description
on Twitter they say they are
“sarcastically fighting the
meninist movement,” it is
incredibly wrong to joke
about rape of either gender.
People have still found a way
to believe and advocate what
they are saying, no matter
how jokingly it is portrayed.
I am not here to say wheth
er feminism or meninism is
better. I’m just simply stating
that knowing your facts before
deciding to argue a point is a
good idea. I strongly encour
age researching the topic and
finding many different angles
of the argument. There are
incredible amounts of papers
and websites about the op
pression of both and women
underneath a patriarchy. It’s up
to you to find out the real facts.
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Accomplishments and aspirations
Student Senate reflects, looks ahead to new semester
BY STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI

important roles in this se
mesters achievements.
he Grand Valley
Plague highlighted RaineState University sha Williams-Fox, the vice
Student Senate president for diversity affairs,
has wrapped up for her work with the gender
another
busy identity and expression com
and Wendy Wenner, the
semester. Senators mittee
are now
university vice president
taking rime to reflectacting
on what
has been accomplished this fall for inclusion and equity.
“Rainesha has been particu
and are already looking ahead
to what they hope to accom larly instrumental in helping
to draft a trans-inclusive club
plish in the winter.
Andrew Plague, Student sports policyf Plague said.
Another of the senates note
Senate president, said he is
proud of the work he and his worthy actions, Plague said,
fellow senators have done to was the decision to increase
create meaningful relation funds for graduate student or
ships with campus admin ganizations and student aca
istrators, who have played demic research and travel. He

ASSISTANTNEWSOLANTHORN.COM
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worked closely with Jordan
Simmonds, the Student Senate
vice president for finance.
“We were fortunate to
have the funds for student
academic research and travel
matched by the Provosts Of
fice,” Plague said. “Thanks to
Jordans diligence, we were
able to make this rare mid
year increase that will help
serve some unmet needs.”
Emma Moulton, Student
Senate vice president, said she
is most proud of the studentdriven conversation regarding
the need for sidewalks on 48th
Avenue and other locations in
the campus community.
“I’m really proud of the

leadership our campus affairs
and external relations com
mittees showed in addressing
that issue this semester, espe
cially after several students
were injured in accidents,”
Moulton said. “They worked
really hard to make sure that
the student voice was heard
both by Allendale (Charter
Township) and the university.”
Moulton added that the
campus affairs committee is
working with facilities to im
prove outdoor lighting on
campus, which is an important
topic related to campus safety.
Although the senate has
accomplished much, Plague
acknowledged that they still

have work to do to address
the big issues on campus,
such as sexual assault and the
price of textbooks.
Sexual assault, Plague said,
is a topic that many people are
becoming more comfortable
discussing. However, there is
still a need to raise awareness.
“I am reassured by the
work administrators are doing
to make sure that as an insti
tution, we address this issue
properly? he said. “Next se
mester, I hope we can do more
to talk about consent and what
it means to be an active by
stander. We all have a role to
play in changing the culture
and keeping each other safe.”
He added that the senate
will continue to work on how
to “bridge the gap between
administration and students
on issues of major concern,
such as sexual violence and
campus safety.”
The senate is also hoping
to help students with rising
tuition costs.
Most students know how
difficult it can be to pay for a
college education. Skyrock
eting tuition and high costs
for required texts do not
make life easier.
Plague said GVSU can help
students make their education
more affordable by donating
to the senate-created Student

Legacy Scholarship, which
provides money for students
from other students. Another
method is to contact those in
government about increasing
funding for college.
“Under the leadership
of Vice President Scott St.
Louis, our educational af
fairs committee has been
working to bring attention
to open textbooks and more
affordable textbooks,” Plague
said. “They will continue to
put pressure on professors
to adopt more cost-friendly
materials for their courses.”
The senate is continuing
its work to create a prayer and
meditation space on campus
for people of all faiths or non
faiths. Next semester, Plague
said he will meet with students
of various religious traditions
to discuss creating a tempo
rary space until a long-term
solution is created.
In addition, Plague said
he will continue his collabo
ration with John Berry, ex
ecutive director and founder
of Design West Michigan,
on the new GVSU design
thinking initiative.

BO TO:
www.gvsu.edu/
studentsenate/
FOR MORE INFORMATION

WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters to discover
something pertaining to oatmeal.
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LOOKING AHEAD: The Grand Valley State University Student Senate holds its final meeting of the some^teiv-Tbe
tors reflected on what was accomplished this semester and set goals for what they hope to do next semester.
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TEXTBOOK
BROUGHT TO YOU BY BRIAN’S BOOKS

Want to win FREE textbooks this semester?
For your chance to win

$200

in

textbooks, sign up at lanthorn.com

OR
visit us on social media
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The science within the art
Collaborative effort between geology and art students bring exhibit to campus

TOUR THE TOWER

If you’ve spent any amount of time on Grand Valley
State University’s Allendale campus, it’s likely you’ve
heard the ringing of the Cook Carillon Tower’s bells.
After having walked around the massive musical
structure countless times on their weekly com
mute to and from class, students will now have the
opportunity to tour the erection and learn about
its inner workings, which consists of 48 bronze
bells created in the Netherlands. Tomorrow, from
1:30 p.m. - 3 p.m., Julianne Vanden Wyngaard, Grand
Valley university carillonneur, will lead tours of the
tower and, after climbing 61 steps to the playing
cabin located immediately below the bells and clock
mechanism, provide demonstrations of the carillon.
This year marks the 20th anniversary of the tower
being a central piece on the Allendale Campus. The
100-foot-tall brick structure was named after major
donors and longtime GVSU supporters Peter and Pat
Cook, who passed away in 2010 and 2008 respec
tively. Visitors will have the opportunity to gain an
understanding of not only the Cook Carillon Tower’s
history, but also the history of the instrument in
other countries and this country, specifically in
Michigan with its collection of 14 carillons. For more
about the tour, contact GVSU’s Department of Music
and Dance at (616) 331-3484. .

BY DAVID 8PECNT
ARTSOILANTHORN.COM

or some time,
Renee
ZettleSterling, associate
professor of art
and design and
president of Society of North
American Goldsmiths, has been
interested in geology - curi
ous as to the science behind the
stones that she and her Intro to
Jewelry and Metalsmithing stu
dents use in their pieces. This
year, she set out to understand
the process behind the creation
of the stones. After meeting with
members of the geology depart
ment, a collaborative effort be

tween Zettle-Sterling’s class and
the geology club was formed.
The alliance ultimately resulted
in a three-week long exhibit,
“Cut, Ground, Formed and Fab
ricated,” which is currently on
display in the Mary Idema Pew
Library Exhibition Space.
“The students in the geol
ogy club created the cabochons, which are flat backed
stones that have been shaped
and polished. The jewelry stu
dents responded to these stones
by designing and fabricating
necklaces and bracelets,” ZettleSterling said. “For the majority
of the students in the class, this
is the first time they have used a

THE COME UP

Once again, The Come UP - a regional hip-hop open
mic event - will return to West Michigan. This year,
they bring with them The Black Opera - a relatively
young up-and-coming crew with roots in Nigeria,
Uganda, Madagascar, France and the United States.
The Dec. 13 show is hosted by Cheddar Cheez at The
Pyramid Scheme and kicks off at 8:30 p.m. The Black
Opera is self-described as rap’s first performing arts
group, and works to use an ever-changing lineup of
costumes to hide their true identities from the audi
ence. The crew has been touring heavily in support
of their most recent release, “The Great Year." Last
year, The Black Opera shared the stage with WuTang Clan member Ghostface Killah at The Pyramid
Scheme during Ghostface’s 12 Reasons to Die Tour;
The Black Opera’s opening performance was nothing
short of well-received by the sold-out crowd. Other
acts include Obie Lyoha, Grand Rapids-based lyricist
J Rob GLC and DJ Nesto. The show is open to guests
21 years and older. Tickets are $8 in advance and
$10 the day of. If you wish to perform at the open
mic, registration runs from 8:30 p.m. - 9 p.m. For
more about the evening, visit pyramidschemebar.
com/event/the-come-up-feat-the-black-opera.

CREATIONS: GVSU student Alie Culver admires the jewelry

displayed in exhibit “Cut, Ground, Formed and Fabricated."

torch, worked with silver, made
a setting for a stone or fabri
cated with metal. You will see a
wide variety of stones and jew
elry within the exhibition and a
complexity in construction and
design that is impressive for the
students’ skill level.”
The exhibit runs now
through Dec. 10 at 2 p.m.
and is open during regular
library hours.
The goal of the display is
to share the related knowledge
with GVSU students, faculty
and staff, and for those indi
viduals to gain a better under
standing and appreciation for
the materials, techniques and
ideas used in both fields. For
the students who worked to
produce the pieces used in the
exhibit, the project provided an
opportunity to gain real-world
experience in their fields.
“It taught them how to re
spond to an object (stone) that
they had never seen before or
might not have chosen. Re
sponding to something that
you would not have picked out
or are familiar with is difficult,”
Zettle-Sterling said. “It is my
hope that they gain a better un
derstanding and appreciation
for the materials, techniques
and ideas used in both fields.
Designing and constructing
the pieces of jewelry, respond

ing to the stones made by the
geology club, working within a
deadline and setting up an ex
hibition is a great way of gain
ing professional experience in
the field of art and design.”
Since opening on Dec. 2. the
exhibit has been well received
by those who viewed the pieces.
“They were impressed by
the level of creativity, prob
lem solving and execution in
the necklaces,” Zettle-Sterling
said. “It is impressive work for
beginning students who have
never soldered or constructed
in metal before. This project
is their first exposure to this
technique, which is not easy. I
am so proud of them.”
And in the eyes of the asso
ciate professor, the whole con
cept behind the collaboration
is applicable to students from
any major.
“In the spirit of a liberal arts
education, it is valuable to meet
students from other disciplines
on campus,” she said. “It is a
great way for students to broad
en their horizons and learn
something that they would
normally never learn. It also ex
pands the students’ community
in a positive way.”

LOO ON TO:
lanthorn.com
TO READ THE FULL STORY

Months of hard work debut in two performances
BY SHELBY PEN00W8KI
SPENOOWSKIOLANTHORN. COM

he muffled con
versations of the
audience at the
Grand
Valley
State University’s
Louis Armstrong Theatre fell to
whispers as the room fell dark
at the Fall Dance Concert on
Dec. 6. Those whispers quickly
subsided into silence as the
spotlights upon the stage ig
nited to reveal the first piece of
the night - “Concerto.”

F THE

“It really comes together on
the day of the first show,” said
Dustin Schonhard, a junior
dance major at GVSU. “Before
then, things might not be going
right, but it is almost guaran
teed that if things go wrong at
the last rehearsal, they go well
opening night.
“It is a lot of nervous, nail
biting moments, but when
you get on stage everything
just comes together.”
Every
physically-able
student that is in the dance
department is a part of the
fall concert. The students,
faculty and guest choreog
raphers begin preparing for
the show at the beginning of
the fall semester.
“I think it went really
well. It is always a huge build
up because we spend all se
mester working on it,” said
GVSU assistant professor of
dance Carrie Morris.
Each semester, faculty of
the art and music department
come together to select guest
choreographers to instruct the
dance students. This semester,
dancers worked on pieces with

choreographer Mike Esperanza, founder of the BARE Dance
Company; Samantha Shelton,
a teacher from the Rochester
School of Dance and the Mich
igan Ballet Theatre; and Takehiro “Take” Ueyama, who has
worked with other dance de
partments such as the Juilliard
School and the Marymount
Manhattan College.
“We invite people who are
professionals in the real world
to come and work with our
students,” Morris said. “We try
to bring in people who are very
different from the faculty spe
cifically so that they have new
experiences. We are a small de
partment, so it is helpful to have
more voices than just ours.”
Esperanza’s piece, “Door:
Open: Enter,” impacted many
of the dancers such as Sarah
Byington and Schonhard.
“It is a 22-minute long piece
and he is the nicest choreogra
pher I have ever worked with,”
Schonhard said. “He wanted to
give everyone a solo or duet be
cause he wanted to show every
one’s talent. He didn’t work for
his own agenda, he just wanted

US to look good.”
The guest choreographers
designed one piece, and all to
gether the fall dance concert
featured 11 numbers. Along
with the choreography, cos
tumes are also specially de
signed for each piece.
“In the dance world, cos
tumes are always a challenge
because they have to fit well,”
said costume designer Cat
O’Callaghan. “The guest chore
ographers come usually with a
pretty good idea (of what they
want for costumes). I might
help with the aesthetics about
what will work and what will
not work when it comes to col
or and the design.”
The 11 pieces individually
took the audience on a journey
of different emotions. Pieces
such as “(farewell) Company”
gave light to not only happi
ness, but also fear, sadness and
anger through lifts and turns.
Choreographer Judi Jaekel
choreographed a whimsical,
stimulating number in “Space/
Travel/Time.” And each danc
er’s smile turned to pure joy
as they jazzed to the tunes of
Duke Ellington in Stephen
Sanford’s “River Vite.”
“Rehearsal time for the
concert was a challenge,” Mor
ris said. “Students had to be
responsible for keeping the
choreography clean because we
couldn’t run every single piece
every week. They had to keep it
really fresh in their heads.”

LOO ON TO:
lanthorn.com
TO READ THE FULL STORY

PERFORM: Dancers rehearse for the Fall Dance Concert.
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TAKE TWO
GV downs Rollins 3-0 for second
straight national championship
■V AOAM KNORR

In the second half, the Lakers set
aside any doubts as to who deserved to
hen a key member of sit atop Division II soccer.
With 36 minutes remaining in the
the original cast leaves
a TV show, it rarely re contest, Rollins set up a goal kick.
The ball sailed out to near midfield,
mains as good. Writers
stretch for storylines where sophomore Marti Corby soared
up and got a head on it, redirecting the
and slowly the fan base dwindles.
After losing coach Dave Dilanni ball toward the Rollins net. Forward
before the season, the Grand Val Kendra Stauffer managed to slip in be
ley State women’s soccer team had hind the defense and deftly chip a wellto do some recasting at the helm of placed shot over a charging keeper to
its program. Enter Jeff Hosier - the give the Lakers a 2-0 advantage.
The rest was just a matter of time.
coach at Alma before being hired
Rollins
mustered a few chances,
for the GVSU job.
but
Strauss
came up clutch at every
The show changed in Allendale.
New dynamics were added. Old, turn. The Troy, Mich, native made
familiar methods were revamped a number of strong saves and rare
ly surrendered a rebound to keep
or even replaced.
But No. 11 GVSUs 3-0 win on Sat the Tars off the board.
With 41 seconds left, Shaba put
urday afternoon over No. 8 Rollins
showed that, despite the changes, the the cherry on top of her illustrious ca
reer with one final laser beam into the
overall product is just as good as ever.
back
of the net. Soon after, the horn
Led by Most Outstanding Offen
sive Player of the Tournament Jenny sounded and it was official: 3-0 Lakers.
Shaba and Most Outstanding Defen Another tide for GVSU.
“To think that we’ve fought our way
sive Player of the Tournament Andrea
Strauss, the Lakers rolled through the through the season through ups and
downs...It’s speechless to think the last
NCAA Tournament to
two years we’ve gone out
grab their second Divi
one
top,” Strauss said.
sion II Championship
For
Strauss, cham
“With
a
lot
of
in as many years.
pionships are all she
“With a lot of
people doubting
knows. The senior spent
people doubting us,
two
years playing for the
us,
we
never
we never stopped be
GVSU
club soccer team
lieving in ourselves,” stopped believing
before joining the Divi
said senior defender
in ourselves.”
sion II team as a backup
Juane Odendaal. “We
last season.
pushed hard every
The Lakers won in
day in practice. We
JUAN! ODINOAAL
2013, handing Strauss
worked hard every
DEFENDER
her first tide. In pre
single day to get better
season
2014, Hosier and
than our opponent.”
his staff were deciding
One night after a
between four goaltenthrilling win in pen
ders
for
the
starting
position. Strauss
alty kicks, the Lakers took to the pitch
was
given
the
nod,
and
no one has
against Rollins, which topped Colo
doubted it since.
rado Mines 1-0 in the semifinals.
“No question we made the right
The Lakers found themselves in a
choice,”
Hosier said. “I think once we
dangerous situation less than a min
named
(Strauss)
the starter, you saw
ute into the game when Tars forward
Mora Johnson wound up alone in another elevated sense of confidence
the box. Johnson’s shot sailed wide, from her, and for everything to come
however, and the Lakers were able to together like it has in the Final Four,
she has been mistake-free.”
breathe a sigh of relief.
“To play the game of soccer regard
That saved breath came scream
ing back out minutes later when less of position mistake-free is about
the Lakers struck gold. Standout as rare as saving three penalty kicks in
freshman Gabriella Mencotti made one shootout.”
Also as rare - and as unprecedent
a nifty move and managed to slot a
ball through to Shaba, who tucked ed - is the run for GVSLTs four core
it past Rollins goalkeeper Mary seniors since arriving in Allendale in
2011. Odendaal, Shaba, Charlie Soda
Spring to put GVSU up 1 -0.
When the first-half buzzer sound and Alyssa Wesley helped captain the
ed, the leakers headed into the locker Lakers to national championships in
room up 1-0, although the Tars held three of thdr four years, with 2012 be
ing the only exdusion.
an 8-7 advantage in shots.
ASSISTANTSPORTSISILANTHORN.COM

BACK-TO-BACK: The Grand Valley State soccer team won its second straight NCAA Division II National
Championship with a 3-0 win over Rollins. Senior forward Jenny Shaba (left) scored two goals in the victory.

With two goals in her final match,
Shaba finishes her distinguished ca
reer with 33 goals - good for the
eighth-best mark in program history.
“If I could go back, I wouldn’t
change one thing” Shaba said. “From
the day I decided to go Grand Valley
to my very last game here, I wouldn’t
change one thing. Its an amazing op
portunity to be part of the school and
the camaraderie with everyone here
and the girls here.
“Were so close no matter how far
we went in the tournament. It was
such an amazing season.”
While Shaba, Stauffer and Strauss
may have dominated the score sheet,

players like Clare Carlson and Shan
non Quinn made quiet, yet signifi
cant contributions.
Quinn, a freshman, made just
her second collegiate start in place of
injured senior Kaely Schlosser, who
was removed from Thursday’s semi
final match early.
Quinn filled in admirably for
Schlosser, manning her position along
the back end with a strong boot and
consistent positioning, flexing GVSUs
strength in depth and lifting some
weight off of Hosier’s shoulders.
Rollins outshot GVSU 18-11, but
Strauss made seven saves to notch her
15th shutout of the season.

FRIENDS WITH REAL

When the final horn sounded,
it was official: GVSU had just won
its fourth national title in the past
six years.
Six seniors played in their last
collegiate soccer game on Saturday
evening. One coach made his first
championship appearance in his in
augural year.
The roster changed this year,
but the final product was polished,
effective and successful. When the
next season of GVSU soccer rolls
around, the cast will feature new
stars once again.
Don’t forget to tune in. The story
line is as strong as ever.

BENEFITS

But seriously... Like us on Facebook tor unique contest opportunities
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Easy as 1-2-3
Laker women sweep podium,
win third straight national title
BY JAY BUBHEN

The Lakers finished with 50 points
as a team, easily outdistancing GLLAC
n less than 10 seconds, the competitor and runner-up Hillsdale
Grand Valley State womens (115 points). Minnesota-Duluth (118),
cross country team cemented Adams State (125) and Augustana (206)
its standing as an NCAA Di rounded out the top five.
Six GVSU runners finished in the top 40
vision II dynasty.
GVSU sophomore Kendra Foley, se to earn All-American plaudits. Senior Han
nior Allyson Winchester and junior Jessica nah Osborn came in 17th place (21:49.70),
Janecke trotted their way through swamp junior Jordan Chester crossed 27th
like conditions en route to an unprecedent (21:59.20) and sophomore Amy Kreutz
ed podium sweep in a field of 249 runners took 30th (22:03.10). Freshman Kelly Hauat EP Tom Sawyer State Park on Saturday, bert earned 42nd place.
“It’s a talented group of ladies, but more
securing top-ranked GVSU a third straight
importantly a special group
national championship -- its
of ladies that’s just committed
fourth in five years.
to each other,” said coach Jer
“The fact that we went
“I usually don’t
ry Baltes after being soaked
one-two-three is absolutely
cry, but seeing
by a Powerade shower.
amazing,” Foley said. “I
'The soggy conditions
don’t think that’s ever been
everyone come
were a challenge to runners
done and it could have gone
together and just and spectators alike at the
in any order. I could have
event. Muddy terrain and
been third, Jess could have
all the support
large puddles of water ap
won or Ally could have won
around us was
peared to be a hindrance
and we would have been
for some runners, although
happy either way.
phenomenal.”
the
Lakers didn’t seem
“I think that shows just
ALLYSON
too concerned by the lessWINCHESTER
how much of a family we are,
than-ideal conditions.
XC RUNNER
and also just hearing all of the
“No race is easy,” Janecke
GV fans when you’re coming
said. “Jerry always says it
down to the finish — that was the best part.”
A sea of Laker supporters and stu ain’t going to tickle. You have to be the
dent athletes roared as Foley (21:05.80), toughest team when it comes and if it was
Winchester (21:11.50) and Janecke easy, then all of this wouldn’t be worth
(21:14.70) crossed the finish line, respec it. That’s what makes this special. You’re
tively. For Winchester, it was an “unreal” running through knee deep, water’s flying
way to close out her cross-country ca in your face. The first 300 meters a piece
of mud flew up into my eye and I was
reer at GVSU.
“It was emotional,” Winchester said. blinded pretty much.”
The national title was the first of two on
“I’m not an emotional person. I usually
the
day for GVSU, as the soccer team also
don’t cry, but seeing everyone come to
defended
its national championship against
gether and just all the support around us
Rollins with a 3-0 win on Saturday night.
was phenomenal.”
SPORTSOILANTHORN.COM
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THREE-PEAT: Three Grand Valley State women’s cross country runners placed first, second and

third in the NCAA Championship race to help GVSU win its fourth national crown in five years.

Slipping, sliding and second place
Men’s XC comes up just short at notional meet
BY ADAM KNORR
ASSISTANTSPORTS
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t times on Sat
urday morning,
the mens cross
country
Divi
sion II National
Championship meet resembled
a Tough Mudder more than a
college sport.
The Grand Valley State
mens cross country team
trekked through the water
logged course en route to a

second-place finish at the
championship meet. Senior
Alan Peterson led GVSU with
a ninth-place individual fin
ish (30:42.4) - the secondbest in program history - as
the Lakers posted 127 points
to tie the best finish in men’s
team history.
“A year ago we were sec
ond and we were jumping up
and down an all excited,” said
GVSU head coach Jerry Baltes.
“Now were second and we felt
like the world was coming to an

end. We had high expectations
and we wanted to give Adams
State a run, but they’re a pretty
dam good program.”
Adams State ran away with
the competition, finishing with
69 points for its third consecu
tive Division II Championship.
The Grizzlies were paced by
senior Tabor Stevens, who won
back-to-back individual titles
with a time of30:02.0.
GVSU edged out Augus
tana (136 points) to claim the
runner-up position. Sopho
more Bryce Bradley (31:21.7)
finished 27th before junior
Chad Cini and sophomores
Chris May and Brady Seiner
crossed the finish line at 36th,
37th and 39th, respectively.
“We all came in here try

ing to challenge for the win,”
Cini said. “We knew what we
had to do.
“We came up a little short
but I’m so proud of this
team. We went through a lot
but everyone did what they
had to do.”
Peterson, GVSUs lone con
tributing senior runner, col
lapsed in a heap after crossing
the finish line. Emotion and
exhaustion seeped out of the
squad’s leader as he waited for
his teammates to join him be
yond the finish line.
With the conditions, the
Lakers knew getting off to a
solid start at the gun could
dictate the results of the
match. The sloppy course
made it difficult for the run

ners to find an opportunity
to make a passing move.
“That’s probably what hurt
our men a little bit,” Baltes
said. “We talked about that,
that we really need to get up
and establish position. We
closed the gap to probably 30
points, but Adams came back
to get us in the back loop.”
Adams State, a perennial
men’s cross country power
house, left no doubts about its
dominance, placing three run
ners in the top five finishers to
blow away its competitors.
The race was largely suc
cessful for GVSU, but for
Baltes and his crew, they still
believe there’s work to be
done for the program.
“At GV we talk about tradi

tion never graduating,” Baltes
said. “Were going to keep the
tradition going...We’ve got a
great group of freshmen back
home. We’ve got talented peo
ple back home.”
The Lakers will look to
continue their tradition of
success in upcoming years
with a strong number of re
turners, but for Peterson one of GVSUs marquee run
ners in recent years - the end
of the road has come.
“I wouldn’t have chose any
other school,” Peterson said.
“GVSU is a great school...It’s
been a great experience and I
wouldn’t trade it for the world.”
“I’m sad I couldn’t go out on
top, but these guys are going to
win one, I know that for sure.”

CLUES ACROSS
1. Pepsi is one
S. Kilocalorie (abbr.)
8. Canadian flyers
12. Bright fleshy seed covers
14. Exclamation of triumph
15. Dawn (Spanish)
16. Former Spanish currency
18. Illuminated
19. A benefit bestowed
20. Spanish beaches
21. Solid water
22. Baby flowers
23. Surrealistic comic strip
26. Uncontrollable tremors
30. Dapper
31. Ear shell
32. Russian river
33. #1 soup noodle brand

34. Relating to a tube
39. Air Reserve base (abbr.)
42.Relating to Deism
44. More dried-up
46. Pear-shaped vowels
47. Creator of 23 across
49. Leavened rum cake
50. “Much_About Nothing’
51. Two-sided discussion
56. Snakelike fishes
57. Fold
58. Removed writing
59. Away from wind
60. Small time unit (abbr.)
61. Look at with fixed eyes
62. Former Soviet bloc
63. Vision organ
64. Three-banded Armadillo

CLUES DOWN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

“‘Lil Abner'’ cartoonist A1
Pitcher Hershiser
Elvis's daughter
Ml. Lebanon resort town
Islamic civil and religious
leader (var. sp.)
6. Mexican American
7. A sideways pass
8. Bunny
9. Threatening rain
10. Where one abides
11. Ardent devotees
13. Not moving
17. Ghastly pale from distress
24. Midway between E and SE
23. Writing materials sellers
26. Even golf score
27. Fabric of camel or goat hair
28. Hide from police: on the___
29. Patti Hearst’s captors

35. Universal Standard Time
(abbr.)
36. British thermal unit
37. Own (Scottish)
38. Digital display material
40. Fall back to a former state
41. Tom__, former LA mayor
42 Runs PCs
43. Wear away
44. Russian marten furs
45. Item used for 58 across
47. A Scottish Highlander
48. Rolls-__, luxury car
49. Jeff Bridges' brother
52. Bay Area Transit Authority
53. As fast as can be done
(abbr.)
54. Metric prefix for 10 to the
12th power
55 Frankenberg river

t
DOWN AND OIRTYi The Grand Valley State men’s cross country team raced to a second-place finish in Louisville. Senior
runner Alan Peterson finished in ninth place for the second-best mark In program hiatory. Adams State took first place.
•♦
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GV’s run ends with Final Four loss
Southwest Minnesota State ruins undefeated tournament bid
BY JAY BU8HEN
SPOR TSOLAN THORN. COM

rand Valley State vol
leyball players Abby
Aiken, Christina Canepa, Clair Ruhenkamp
and Ally Simmons
labored through a 14-13 season as
freshman in 2011. It was the worst
season in Deanne Scanlons 20-year
tenure as head coach.
Three years, three GLIAC titles, the
addition of two twin sisters and a Mid
west Region Tournament crown later
- the same group helped bring GVSU
to the Division II semifinals.
“We wanted to leave our mark
on Grand Valley, come together and
have fun,” Simmons said of the 2014
seniors. “The four of us that started
freshman year will tell you - it was
awful. There were so many times that
(Canepa) and I thought, ‘We’ve got to
quit, we’ve got to get out of here.’ So
for us girls to stick together and pull
through -- it was awesome.”
The group’s journey came to a
close in a 3-0 loss (25-19, 25-23,
25-18) to Southwest Minnesota
State in the Final Four on Friday.

SMSU finished with a .288 hittingpercentage clip in the semifinal
contest while limiting the Lakers
to a season-low mark of .105.
“It certainly wasn’t how we wanted
to represent ourselves, but I would
say Southwest Minnesota had a lot
to do with that,” Scanlon said. “They
just were exceptional, we knew that
watching them last night in that fiveset win coming back from 0-2, that
they had a resiliency about them.
That’s why they were here and got
through that tough region, so hats off
to them, they played well. But bottom
line -- I’m proud of these guys.”
GVSU finishes with a 27-6 record.
The Lakers swept their opponent 22
times this season, won the Midwest
Regional and did not lose a set in the
tournament before Friday’s match.
SMSU redshirt freshman mid
dle blocker Eisha Oden set the
tone from the start by blasting a
ball to the floor in the first set, and
the hard-hitting Mustangs never
seemed to lose momentum. Oden
finished with a game-high 11 kills
and a .526 hitting percentage.
Although the Mustangs held a clear

edge in both kills (48-32) and assists
(46-29), GVSU didn’t go down with
out a fight. There were 12 tie scores
and seven lead changes.
“It’s hard knowing that it ended
the way it did, but knowing that we
got here is a cool feeling especially
because none of us have been here
before,” Aiken said.
The senior leader finished with a
team-high nine kills to go with eight
digs. Fellow outside hitter, junior Betsy
Ronda, added eight kills and eight digs
while senior setter Kaitlyn Wolters had
23 assists and three kills.
When asked about her senior class
in the post-game press conference, a
teary-eyed Scanlon said how much
the group meant to her program.
“It’s just really hard for me to talk
about this group of six kids,” Scan
lon said. “I love these kids. But I’m
also proud, and it’s time. It’s time for
them to move on, and it’s time for
those underclassmen to see what
it takes. What kind of leadership
and commitment that it takes to do
something that these kids did.
“They’re never going to be fully
gone.”

END OF AN ERA: An impressive run for the Grand Valley State senior class tame to a close in a 3-0 Final Four loss to Southwest Minnesota State on Friday. GVSU had swept all four

its previous tournament opponents. The six-member group helped bring three GLIAC championships and a regional crown to Allendale after a challenging ld-13 freshman season.

.

FREE PHOTOS
WITH SANTA AND LOUIE
FREE ADMISSION INTO
THE BASKETBALL GAMES
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PK perfection
Strauss’ heroics propel GV to
national championship match
BY ADAM KNORR

pretty lucky tonight. I will admit that.”
Thursday nights tilt lasted nearly
ndrea Strauss toed her three hours, and every second of it was
line, staring straight a white-knuckle ride.
The Lakers opened the game in
ahead. Rain cascaded
down on the field at a commanding manner, control
Owsley B. Frazier Sta ling possession and mustering a
few promising opportunities, but
dium at Bellarmine University.
couldn’t
break through.
No. 11 Grand Valley State and
With just over five minutes to go
No. 6 Saint Rose were tied 1-1. Two
overtimes passed, scoreless. The in the first half, Saint Rose muscled its
teams were forced to go to penalty way onto the scoreboard. A set piece
in Laker territory led to a bouncing
kicks to decide the match.
The stakes? A trip to the NCAA ball in GVSU’s box. The ball eventually
Division II National Champion found its way to the foot of Saint Rose’s
Carmelina Puopolo, who snuck a shot
ship game.
Strauss set The first shot came. through traffic and past Strauss to put
Strauss moved to her left, overstepped the Golden Knights up 1-0.
Less than two minutes later, Guithe ball, but got a hand on it No goal.
bord
struck a deep shot that rang off
Charlie Socia stepped up for
the
post,
but the buzzer soon sounded,
GVSU. The senior midfielder
calmly slotted it away to give the and GVSU headed into the locker
room behind on the scoreboard for
Lakers a 1 -0 lead.
the
first time all season.
Again Strauss returned to the net.
“There
doesn’t need to be a sense
This time, the shot sought the top cor
ner, but a diving deflection kept the of panic,” said head coach Jeff Hosier
when asked about his message to the
Golden Knights off the score sheet.
Then it was Gabbie Guibord’s team at halftime. “There’s still 45 min
turn. In the vein of her teammate utes left. I thought in the first half we
before her, the junior knocked her were the better side.”
With 32 minutes remaining in
shot to the low corner and into the
the
second stanza, GVSU’s relent
back of the net. 2-0 GVSU.
Once more Strauss stepped to the less pursuit paid off. Sophomore
goalmouth. And once more, Strauss Kendra Stauffer was taken down
in the box, and the Lakers were
came up with a save.
awarded
a penalty kick.
Gabriella Mencotti, a freshman,
Marti Corby - the picture of reli
took her turn at the penalty spot and
blasted a shot home — 3-0 Lakers in ability - stepped up to take the kick.
penalty kicks. Final score 2-1. Game Corby pushed a ball to the lower right
comer, but Saint Rose goalkeeper
over. lakers win.
“Ever since I started playing goal Ashley Homer got her hands on it
The shot stayed out, but the re
keeper I just kind of had a knack for
reading people and thinking where bound didn’t. Corby followed up on
they’re going to go, trying to read how her own miss, capitalizing on her sec
they line up or how they approach the ond opportunity to bring the Lakers
ball and kind of go with my gut and back to even at 1-1.
“It was not my greatest penalty kick
hopefully its right,” Strauss said. “I was
attempt,” Corby said. “I hit it a little
ASSISTANTSPORTSOLANTHORN.COM
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near to the keepers hands but I knew
she would let off a rebound especially
in the slick conditions.”
The teams traded opportunities
for the rest of regulation. Strauss
made saves when she was called
upon. Mencotti nailed the post.
Stauffer dished to Katie Klunder on
a two-on-one, but Homer came up
with a breakaway save.
After 90 minutes, GVSU and Saint
Rose were tied.
The first overtime passed with
neither team making a dent on the
scoreboard. In the second bout of
overtime, Puopolo — the secondhighest point scorer in the NCAA
— took advantage of a miscommunication in GVSU’s back line and tore
on a breakaway at the net.
Strauss was the only thing between
Puopolo and the net. Between a sea
son ending or another day to play.
Strauss came out to meet Puopolo,
slid, got a foot on the shot and kept it
out of the net Soon after, the double
overtime hom sounded and it was
time for penalty kicks.
Strauss’ heroics may have come
as a shock to some, but her team
mates knew better than to doubt
their keeper. In GVSU’s 2013 na
tional championship game, Strauss
suited up as a backup to then-goal
keeper Abbey Miller. Had the game
gone to penalty kicks, Strauss would
have come on as a substitute.
It didn’t, however, which led to
Strauss seeing her first collegiate
shootout action on Thursday evening.
GVSU outshot Saint Rose 2612, although just 8-7 in shots on
goal. Strauss made six saves com
pared to Homer’s seven, but the ef
fort was just enough.
The Lakers will take on No. 8 Rol
lins in the national championship
match on Saturday at 3 p.m.

NAILBITER: The Grand Valley State soccer team moved on to the national championship match with a thrilling shootout victory over No. 6 Saint Rose. Senior goalie Andrea Strauss

came up with a breakaway save in double overtime before keeping the Golden Knights off the board in all three penalty kicks. Meanwhile, all three Laker shooters buried their shots.
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GV stays perfect, sweeps way to Final Four

SUPPORT! The Grand Valley State volleyball team carried its momentum over from the regional tournament with a 3-0 sweep of Wingate in the Elite Eight. Knights Hall on the campus

of Bellarmine was supposed to be a neutral court, but the amount of GVSU teams, fans and supporters in the NCAA Division II Fall Festival spurred the Lakers on to the Final Four.

Soccer team, new Laker fans swing momentum in GV’s favor
BY JAY BUSMEN

filled the second-level bleachers ad
jacent to the court. The GVSU soc
aitlyn Wolters and the cer players, who were in attendance
Grand Valley State before their Final Four matchup,
volleyball team found turned the group of youngsters into
a way to bring their a Laker-friendly cheering section —
recent
momentum and the volleyball team seemed to
feedtooff"the
the crowd noise early.
and home-court advantage
“Obviously it was a huge advan
; NCAA Division II Quarterfinals.
Wolters led the way with a dou tage to our part, having all these
ble-double on Thursday as GVSU Grand Valley teams here at this fall
swept its fourth straight tourna festival,” said Wolters, who finished
ment match with a win over Wing- with 29 assists, 16 digs and seven kills.
ate (25-17,25-21,25-21) at Knights “We’re so lucky to have all their sup
port at our game. It definitely made a
Hall on the campus of Bellarmine.
Prior to the match, hundreds of difference, it felt more at home.”
The teams traded errors to begin 4
local students from nearby Carter
the
first set tied 2-2 before Wolters set
Traditional Elementary School
SPORTSIQILANTHORN.COM
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up her twin sister, Kourtney, for the
first kill of the quarterfinal round to
spark an early 3-0 run. The Woltersto-Wolters connection struck again
shortly thereafter to make it 6-3 - and
the Lakers never looked back.
“That’s the best team we’ve played
all season,” said Wingate coach Shelton
Collier, whose Bulldogs finished 34-3.
“They were really, really good. We ex
pected them to be really good, and we
were hoping to fight and maybe make
something happen today, but credit to
them. They’re a very good team and
they imposed that on us and did some
things that were problematic for us.”
GVSU never trailed in the match.
Wingate strung together a few im

pressive runs - like a 6-0 rally in the
second set that tied the score 21-21 but never pulled ahead. GVSU’s defen
sive play had a lot to do with it.
The Lakers, who finished with
11 blocks as a team, limited Wing
ate to a .073 hitting-percentage
clip in the match. The Bulldogs
had previously outhit their oppo
nent in all 36 contests.
Offensively, outside hitter Abby
Aiken came up big for GVSU. The
senior leader finished with a matchhigh 13 kills, adding 13 digs and
two service aces.
“It’s all sue of us on the court that
plied
lodeof^

the things other teams might not have
- having six players that can play’’
Betsy Ronda came up with nine
kills, nine digs and four block assists
in the win, while Kourtney Wolters
turned in six kills, sue digs and three
solo blocks at key moments.
“I love when she makes those plays,
it makes me happy,” Kaitlyn Wolters
said. “She definitely was a blocking
machine out there, that was her strong
suit in the game. She came in clutch.”
GVSU clashes with Southwest
Minnesota State in its first Fi
nal Four matchup since 2008 on
Friday at 3 p.m. The Lakers beat
SMSU 3-1 in Allendale when the
tearr&Haft ffoet in 2013.'^*

ON MAKING IT TO NATIONALS!

The Department of English is proud to recognize
our 2014 inductees of Sigma Tau Delta, an Honor
Society for Excellence in English.
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Feeling lucky in Louisville
■V JAY BUSMEN
SPORTSt3ILANTHORN.COM

uring my three
years as a Lak
er, I’ve been
lucky enough
to cover every
thing from record-breaking
home runs to NFL players
-- and I’ve never covered a
losing team.
So I’ve often wondered:
What makes GVSU Athlet
ics a perennial powerhouse?
If you ask me, there’s a
lot that attracts first-rate re
cruits to the house that Selgo
built — academic pedigree,
first-rate facilities, winning
tradition — but those don’t
necessarily yield year-to-year
results. So where does the
success come from?
I found the answer in Louis
ville this weekend.
It’s not just about the
powerhouse, it’s about the

family inside. These coach around. It was one of the first
es, players, teams, alumni things coaches and players
— you name it -- back each referenced in post-game in
other. Apparently “WE terviews -- the support.
ARE ONE” isn’t just a mar
The celebration after the
keting campaign.
women’s cross country race
From press row, I watched was unlike anything I’ve
as pre-game volleyball rou covered in sports. A lot of
tines were interrupted be that had to do with the emo
cause the pep band marched tion following GVSU’s un
its way into the second-level precedented one-two-three
bleachers. The Lakers ush finish, but it sure looked like
ered the band in with raucous one great big family at the
cheers, their way
finish line.
of saying thank
My
fellow
you. In turn, the
Lanthom
rep
band
brought
resentatives and
down the house
I may not have
with
funkybeen
cheering
For us, it was a
fresh cheers and
in Louisville this
once in a lifetime weekend, but we
chants all week
end.
opportunity. And couldn’t help but
And it wasn’t
recognize the ca
we enjoyed the
just the band.
maraderie.
We
The soccer and
were thankful to
hell out of it.
cross country
be there, and for a
teams formed a
chance to see the
de facto cheer
program up close.
ing
section
Thankful
at both matches, basically for the chance to watch four
giving GVSU home-court GVSU teams compete for
advantage. The volleyball national
championships.
team returned the favor by Thankful that people within
attending soccer and cross the program are so welcom
country events, spurring the ing and generally easy to
teams on to a pair of nation like. For us, it was a once in
al championships.
a lifetime opportunity.
It was an impressive dy
And we enjoyed the hell
namic, and pretty cool to be out of it.

and specifically GVSU sports
-- are all about.
Sports are about emotion.
See: The volleyball team
nearly falling to the floor after
each big point.
See: A mass of about 100
Lakers screaming, jumping
and singing after Kendra Foley,
Allyson Winchester and Jess
Janecke swept the podium
to help GVSU women’s cross
BY ADAM KNORR
ASSISTANTSPORTSa
country three-peat.
LANTHORN.COM
See: GVSU goalkeeper An
drea
Strauss roaring after mak
rom the minute
the Grand Val ing a diving save in the second
ley State vol round of the shootout in the
leyball team hit Lakers’ semifinal win.
But every school that par
its first serve on
Thursday, you couldticipated
tell it waslast weekend could
picked out any number of
going to be a specialhave
weekend.
emotional
moments.
The words on the wall of the
Only one school, however,
gym read “Bellarmine Univer
sity,” but anyone there could see can boast the level of support
right through it. Any time the and camaraderie that GVSU
Lakers were in the gym, they displayed in Louisville.
See: GVSU fans erupting
had home court advantage.
But I guess that’s a perk of with the loudest cheer of the
having some really, really good day when Foley, Winchester
and Janecke walked in to
athletic programs at GVSU.
The men’s and women’s the national championship
cross country teams and the soccer game.
See: Soccer forward Jenny
women’s soccer team led the
Shaba
darting around the
charge. “L-A-K-E-R-U a Lak
er?” chants were screamed no GVSU volleyball cheering
section, urging athletes and
matter what the circumstance.
Last weekend in Louis parents alike to cheer louder.
ville displayed what sports -- It might not help, but then
again, it might.

O

See:
Injured
volleyball
player Nicayla Joyce moving
through the muddy, swampy
cross country terrain on
crutches. The rubber pieces on
the bottom kept popping off of
her crutches, but guess what?
Joyce - and the rest of the vol
leyball team - were there at the
finish line, screaming at Foley,
Winchester and Janecke to
keep pushing, even if it was 30
degrees on a Saturday morning
the day after the volleyball team
was eliminated.
In sports journalism, you’re
taught to remain objective.
There’s no cheering in the press
box — ever. Even at GVSU
home games, Lanthom and
Sports Info members have to
remain quiet.
But I can’t pretend like
these teams didn’t grow on
me. Maybe that’s why, when
covering soccer, I stayed
out of the press box, lean
ing against the fence to get as
close to the action as possible.
Maybe that’s why I pumped
my fist and let out a yell when
Shaba scored the first goal of
the national championship
game. Maybe that’s why I was
grinning like a fool through
out the whole press confer
ence following the victory.
Or maybe that’s just what
ONE GV means.

TITLI TOWNi Two national championships, one runner-up and a Final Four appearance made for a unique weekend in Louisville for both GVSU Athletics and a trio of Lanthom

reps. The city was overrun with GVSU teams, fans and supporters at the NCAA Division II Fall Festival, which helped make Northern Kentucky feel like home for the Laker teams.

MARKETPLACE
GVSU STUDENTS!! HOLI
DAY HELP $18.25 baseappt. Flex. FT/PT schedules
cust. sales/service, no exp.
nec., conditions apply, all
ages 18 616-241-3188
Main St. Pub is seeking part
time line cooks with room for
advancement and
competitive wages.
Experience preferred, but
not required. Pay rate based
on experience. Apply in
person, Lake Michigan Drive
& 48th Avenue.
Nanny needed in our Allend
ale home T/W/Th evenings
after 4pm for 3 y/o daughter
next semester. Email May at
maymevlietstra@qmail.com
w/ interest in any/all days.

3 bedrooms are available
starting January 1st in a
large Heritage Hill home in
downtown GR It is minutes
from the CHS building and
Medical Mile. Rooms range
from 300-350 depending on
size. Lease is currently
month to month. Pet fee can
be arranged with landlord.
Contact
me
at
oliverka@mail.gvsu.edu for
more information or to set up
a showing.

ANSWERS

PUZZLES

classifieds(a)lant horn.com

Housing

Housing

Roommates

$100 up-front for each
month lease is taken over.
Tenant for 3 bedroom
Campus View apartment
ASAP. Bedroom upstairs,
two female roommates
Lease from now - May 2015.
If interested, call Campus
View office by e-mail
clineme@mail.gvsu.edu.

Female roommate wanted!
Country Place Townhouses
4 bed/2 bath, very close to
bus stop! contact
cauzills@mail.gvsu.edu for
more information!

Subleaser needed for Cop
per Beech townhome with 3
female roommates. $442 a
month. If interested email
plotzkes@mail.gvsu.edu for
info!

I am looking for a subleaser
for the winter semester. I live
in Meadows Crossing. Feel
free to contact me at
herrd@mail.gvsu.edu

Looking for a female sub
leaser starting January 2015
until May. I currently live in
Meadows bordering the pool
and across the parking lot
from all the amenities with 3
other lovely girls. Please
email me if you have any
questions, or are interested
in seeing the apartment.

4
3
6
2
5
8
7
1
9

FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460

Housing

Housing

Employment

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY
AND STAFF some restrictions apply

7
2
1
4
6
9
3
8
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9 2 3 6
5 1 8 7
8 4 5 9
3 6 9 5
7 8 1 2
1 7 4 3
6 9 2 8
2 5 7 4
4 3 6 1

1
4
3
7
9
2
5
6
8

8
6
7
1
3
5
4
9
2

Looking for a woman
immediate subleaser or
starting winter semester.
Conifer creek $390 a month.
Own bedroom, bathroom,
walk in closet and covered
parking space. Pet friendly.
Contact or details.
Dejongju@mail.gvsu.edu or
16169284102
Subleaser needed for 4
bedroom Copper Beech
apartment with female
roommates. For info all
616-329-4746

5
9
2
8
4
6
1
3
7

Roommates
Looking for a female
subleaser starting January
2015 until May. I currently
live in Meadows bordering
the pool and across the
parking lot from all the
amenities with 3 other lovely
girls. Please email me if you
have any questions
ruppm@mail.gvsu.edu

Looking for a female
subleaser starting January
2015 until May in Meadows
Crossings. Please email me
if you have any questions
ruppm@mail.gvsu.edu
Looking for female
subleaser starting Dec. 20Early May. Rent is $410 a
month. 4 bed, 1 3/4 bath.
Campus View Townhome.
Call or text for more
information 269.718.5467
Seeking a subleaser for
May-August 2015!
Downtown apartment
Hopson Flats! Across from
founders Brewery $570 a
month includes everything!
Three girl roommates!
Contact me (734) 652-0338
if interested
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